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Zürchheim Alchemists‘ League – League Rules – 

Season Five  

1) RULES: The basis is formed by the rules defined under the standard game rules of the 

Blood Bowl™ Living Rules Book (LRB) Version 6 (aka Blood Bowl™ Competition Rules) 

2010 edition. Whenever reference is made in below text to a page number, this refers to 

the corresponding number in LRB 6. 

2) RULES: The basis used for teams, skills and Star Players is formed by the definitions of 

the „Living Rule Book“(aka LRB) – Version 6 (Exception: The prices of the Star Players are 

counted according to the Excel Team Roster – Version 4 (© Sandra Bernhard). 

3) TEAM: Special Team Rules for the ZAL1 – Season 5: 

a) In Season 5 Teams from the original 12 of BloodBowl™ and Deathzone™ will be 

admitted. These are: Chaos, Chaos Dwarf, Dwarf, High Elf, Dark Elf, Wood Elf, 

Goblin, Halfling, Human, Orc, Skaven, Undead. The new Teams from version 3.0 

will also be admitted.  These are: Amazon, Elf, Khemri, Lizardman, Necromantic, 

Norse, Nurgle, Ogre, Pro-Elf, Vampire.  Additionally, the teams recommended in 

the Supplement to LRB 6 by the BBRC will be admitted; these are: Chaos Pact, 

Slann, Underworld. (The potential new teams discussed on the NAF & FUMBBL 

websites – Bretonnian, Khorne & Simyin – are not permitted for the first division, 

but may be fielded in ZAL 2). 

b) PRICES: All teams will be endowed with the amended prices and characteristics 

mentioned in the Team Roster Template – Version 4 (© Sandra Bernhard).   

c) MINIMUM TEAM REQUIREMENTS: A team starting the season, must have at least 

11 players, the starting line-up may consist of any players included on the Team 

Roster Excel template except Star Players (marked with *).  Each team must have at 

least one Fan Factor (which must be paid for), but may only have a maximum of 9 

at the beginning of the league. 

d) APOTHECARY: Every team (except the Undead, Khemri and Necromantic) may, 

even in the starting line-up, include an Apothecary (at a cost of 50’000 Gold).  The 

Apothecary remains a permanent member of the team, unless he “receives a 

better offer” or is killed during a match (a coach may choose to discard the 

apothecary, but will not be reimbursed for the cost).  The Apothecary may be used 

once per game (NOT for Niggling Injury at the beginning of the game), a D6 is 

rolled, on 1, the player suffers the injury in full, on 2-6 he recovers and may be 

placed in the Reserves Box, ready for the next Kick-Off. The SPP for the Casualty 

caused is nevertheless awarded.  
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e) WIZARD: Every team may, even in the starting line-up include a Wizard (or 

Alchemist for Dwarves, Masterchef for Halflings). He will cost 150’000 Gold and 

remains a permanent member of the team, unless he “receives a better offer” or is 

killed during a match (a coach may choose to discard the Wizard/Alchemist/Master 

Chef, but will not be reimbursed for the cost).  Undead, Necromantic and Khemri 

teams may still not recruit a Wizard (as the Coach is by definition himself a 

Necromancer and will not tolerate a rival in the team).  Rules for using the Wizard 

see p. 70, with one exception:  The Lightning Bolt may only be cast from the 

sidelines or endzone (i.e. not directly into the middle of the pitch) – use Lightning 

Bolt Template, max range 8.  The first player lying underneath the template is 

eligible to be hit, if it misses, continue to the next player until a player has been hit, 

or the full range has been used.  The wizard may only be used at the beginning or 

the end of the team turn, NOT during the opponent´s turn. 

f) STAR PLAYERS: Star Players may, depending on available funds, be recruited either 

for single matches (Mercenaries/Freebooters) or be permanently integrated into a 

team.  Star Players always have „Loner“ – this means they will only be allowed to 

use Re-Rolls under certain conditions. Star Players may only be included from the 

second match onwards. 

g) In Season 5 it is NOT possible to include the same Star Player several times in the 

same team; but it is possible for several teams to recruit the same Star Player and 

for these “Cousins” to face each other on the pitch. 

h) Each team may recruit Star Players to a maximum total value of 500’000 but may 

not have more than 3 Star Players. 

i) The possibility exists to „design“ one´s own Star Player, the standard player 

characteristics (all player types available to the team may be used as a starting 

template) are used and additional characteristics and/or skills may be added.  ALL 

League Commissioners must agree with this additional player and his price will be 

centrally fixed.  

j) The following much improved players from Season 4 are now eligible to be hired as 

Star Players:  Necromantic Werewolf Lupius; Necromantic Werewolf Thorn; 

Necromantic Wight Smiley; Amazon Catcher Hrist.  Their prices, characteristics and 

teams played for, will be included on the revised team roster. 
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k) MERCENARIES/FREEBOOTERS: A player who is recruited just for one game 

(Mercenary/Freebooter – for half price – always has „Loner“ – which means he can 

only use Team Re-Rolls under certain conditions) may nevertheless collect 

experience points (SPP) during the match.  Should the coach decide to recruit him 

after the game (or later during the season) to join the team permanently, the 

player must again be paid for in full.  Additionally, the price of the player will go up, 

dependent on the Experience Points collected - 1-5 up 5000 Gold; 6-15 up 10´000 

Gold; 16-30 up 20´000 Gold, etc. The player will however lose the “Loner” 

characteristic and becomes a normal team member (Exception: If a normally 

recruited player of this type usually has “Loner”, e.g. Trolls, he nevertheless retains 

the “Loner” Characteristic). 

l) JOURNEYMEN: Journeymen can be recruited to make up the team numbers to 11, 

further detail see “HANDICAP” section. 

4) FOUR-MINUTE RULE: This is not used. 

5) ILLEGAL PROCEDURE: The Illegal Procedure Rule is used, the following applies: Illegal 

Procedure may only be declared when the opponent has moved a player, or has declared 

any Action.  The call “Illegal Procedure” may be made and the turn immediately stops.  

An action that has just been declared may not be completed. (For list of Actions see p. 7).  

An Illegal Procedure Call with the forced giving up of a Re-Roll is only possible while the 

opponent is still playing. It is not possible to force the player to give up a Re-Roll 

retrospectively. If the player nevertheless wishes to continue with his move, he must 

immediately give up a Re-Roll or a Special Play Card. Should he not have any Re-Rolls or 

Cards remaining, or be unwilling to give one up, he must give up his turn.  If the 

opponent agrees to allow him to continue anyway, the opponent receives a re-roll. 

6) MATCH SCHEDULING: Season 5 will take the form of a standard league with a fixed 

home and away match per team played at regular bi-weekly intervals.  Thus each team 

will play all the other teams twice during the league season at pre-determined intervals.  

Depending on how the season is progressing, this could be extended to a further series 

of home and away matches, so that each team would finally have played four times 

against all the other teams.  Two Halves are played, therefore Wins, Losses and Draws 

(aka Ties) are possible, Sudden Death Overtime only applies for Cup Matches. 

7) SPECIAL PLAY CARDS: For Special Play Cards, the cards of the Death Zone® Supplement 

are used, the English original version takes precedence.  The Special Play Cards as per 

pp.55-62 are not used. 
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8) HANDICAP: The Inducement Descriptions – p.69 – are not applied.  Instead Handicap is 

worked out as per “Handicap Table” (see below).   

a. JOURNEYMEN: The „Journeyman“ Rule will be applied - (a  team, if unable to 

field 11 players at the start of a match,  may stock up for free using Linemen 

with the „Loner“ characteristic until 11 players can be fielded, the  players will 

disappear at the end of the match, unless they  are purchased for the full price.  

As with Mercenaries or Freebooters, Journeymen may earn Star Player Points 

during a match and may retain these, should the coach choose to purchase the 

Journeyman after the match.  These Star Player Points will not incur a financial 

penalty).  To work out the changed team rating, the values (including earned 

Star Player Points) of all players not eligible to play due to injury (exception 

Special Play Card “Injured in Practice”) are not counted.  The value of each 

recruited journeyman is then added and the final team rating used to calculate 

the Handicap. 

b. SPECIAL PLAY CARDS: The standard rules for determining the number of 

„Special Play Cards“ are used, to wit: 1D6, Result: 1 = 1 Card (Random Event or 

Dirty Trick); 2 – 5  = 2 cards (1 or 2 Random Events and/or 1 or 2 Dirty Tricks); 6 

= 3 cards (1,2 or 3 Random Events and/or 1,2 or 3 Dirty Tricks and/or 1 Magic 

Item).  When there is a large difference between the Team Ratings additional 

cards may be added (see handicap table according to Basic Rules – Death Zone 

Supplement), if more than one bonus card is awarded ONE of these additional 

cards can also be a Magic Item, but still only when a 6 was rolled. 

c. Special Play Cards MUST be played exactly as stated, when a card contains the 

words „Must be played at the Start of the Match, before either team has set 

up“, or similar time-related instructions, this must be actioned at the correct 

time.  If this is not done, the card cannot be played anymore, unless it is used as 

an additional Re-Roll.  Cards can always be used as Re-Rolls, instead of being 

played.  The special “Extra Training” cards included within the Death Zone™ 

supplement remain the only way to purchase Team Re-Rolls permanently at 

standard prices.  

d. The five cards “Bankruptcy“, “Robbery“, “Away Fans Banned”, “Injured in 

Practice” and “Biased Referee” will be interpreted as  follows:  

i. Bankruptcy – The affected player rolls a D6:  

1. on a 1, he loses all his earnings and all his savings.  

2. on a 2-5, he  loses half of the sum of his earnings and savings.  

3. on a 6, he has managed to avoid going bankrupt and loses 

nothing. 

ii. Robbery – The „attacking“ player rolls a D6:  

1. on 1, the thief is caught and steals nothing.  

2. on 2-5, he steals half of the earnings. 

3. on 6, he steals all of the earnings.  
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iii. Away Fans Banned – All the opponent’s Fans have been banned, for this 

game the player playing the card counts as having FAME +2, while the 

opponent’s counts as FAME 0. 

iv. Injured in Practice – The player is injured during the warm-up session 

prior to the game and Casualty Result applied as per the Serious Injury 

Table and the player must miss the match.  If the player has the 

“Regenerate” Skill, he may attempt to heal himself.  Alternatively, the 

Apothecary may be used to heal this player, but will then not be 

available for the rest of the match. Regardless of whether the player 

remains injured, or has been healed, he counts towards the team’s value 

and team rating, but not towards the opponent’s casualty rating for the 

match. 

v. Biased Referee – First part as per card (e.g. allowing a 4+ to keep a 

player on the pitch, even though he may have been spotted by the Ref), 

Second part amended: As Secret Weapons are automatically sent off 

after a Touch Down, the card to be strengthened: When the opponent 

wishes to field a secret weapon (excluding dagger/stiletto) the Ref 

choses to intervene: Roll a D6, on a 5+, the secret weapon may not be 

fielded until the next Kick-Off (unless the result is 5+ again…) 

e. BONUS MVPs: Should a player be awarded Bonus MVPs as part of the handicap 

prior to the match, these may be worked out PRIOR to Kick-Off. Any player 

allowed to roll on the Star Player Points Table, may do so, with the result being 

applied immediately (not forgetting the Ageing Roll though). 

9)  FORFEIT RULES: Forfeit (i.e. giving up a game) will again be applied in Season five and 

can assume three forms:  

a. Forced Forfeit:  The team is unable to field 3 players for the next kick-off and is 

forced to forfeit the game (as the rule states that at least three players must be 

on the line of scrimmage at each kick-off). Should the opponent agree, the player 

is allowed to continue playing (Ref. p.6).  If the opponent does not agree, the rule 

(as per p.29 “Conceding” is applied.  (Game Result applied as if all turns have 

been taken, all SPPs won to this point are retained, MVP, Fan Factor & Winnings 

worked out as usual). 

b. Voluntary Forfeit: Voluntary Forfeit during Match (ref. p.29 “Conceding” – Part 

2): The opponent wins 3:0 or the current result if this is higher.  The Coach giving 

up retains only those SPPs won to this point, but no MVP.  The winner retains all 

the SPPs achieved to this point and receives an additional MVP. (If the score was 

not yet 3:0, it is randomly decided which players receive the SPP for the Touch 

Downs).  The winnings are determined as usual, with the Winner to receive both 

amounts. The coach giving up also automatically loses a Fan Factor and has to roll 

a D6 for EACH player with 51 or more SPPs and EACH Star Player to see whether 

they leave the team;  on a 1-3 the player leaves, on a 4-6 he stays.  
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c. Forfeit before the Match: (Due to scheduling issues): The fixed game schedule 

dictates a match takes place every two weeks.  If a Coach cannot make this date, 

he/she must suggest alternative dates before the next round (a fortnight later).  If 

no match day can be agreed, both Coaches must contact one or all three League 

Commissioners (Sandra, Martin, Milo) who will determine what result to apply. 

10) TURNOVER RULE: The usual rules for Turnovers apply.  A turnover is caused when a 

player on the moving team fails an Action, or the ball is lost due to a special play card or 

failed pick-up/failed catch (except bouncing ball caused as a result of a block or throw-

in). Turnover in combination with Special Play Cards:  When a Special Play Card is used, a 

turnover is only caused when the card explicitly says so, if the ball is lost as a result, or if 

the card causes a player to fail an action. 

11) KICK-OFF TABLE: The Kick-Off Table according to LRB 6 will be used, with the following 

exceptions:  

a. Result 4: „Perfect Defence“, and Result 9 „Quick Snap“ may be replaced by 

„Avalanche“ – all players are pushed one square in the  direction indicated by 

a D8 using the  scatter template – any player pushed off the pitch is  

automatically beaten up by the fans.  The decision is made by the Kicking 

Team’s Coach. 

12) INTERCEPTION: The player attempting the interception must be physically standing 

between the Thrower and the intended target (player or square), have his tackle zones 

and one part of his square must be under the plastic range ruler.  The following sequence 

is applied: 

a. “Defender” declares Interception 

b. “Attacker” rolls to Pass Accuracy roll 

c. Interception roll only if pass is not fumbled 

d. Catch roll if pass is not fumbled, intercepted or drifts away. 

13) FOULS: When committing a foul, the rules from version 2.0 continue to apply, viz. only 

offensive assists may be given, but only if the assisting player is not in an enemy tackle 

zone. Additional skills may not be used, unless these specifically relate to fouling (e.g. 

Dirty Player, Sneaky Git, Spike).  Other than in version 2.0, a double is not an automatic 

red card; after each foul, the coach of the fouled player must roll a D6 to see whether 

the Ref dares to send the fouling player off, – on the first throw and a result of 6, this is 

the case and a turn-over happens. After the foul, the Ref is placed closer to the  Side that  

committed the  Foul  and is now keeping a closer eye on this team, that is to say on the 

next foul, a roll of 4+ will be sufficient to get the fouling player off the pitch.  The Ref only 

returns to the halfway line when the other coach commits a foul, or when the half ends. 

14) The „Sneaky Git“ skill will be amended – The Ref roll is only made if the player who was 

fouled was actually injured (BH, SI or DEAD result on Injury Table) and the player is sent 

off if the opposing coach rolls a 6 (or a 4 if the Ref is  looking at the team closely). 
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15) CASUALTIES: Casualties may occur as soon as a player goes to ground and the opposing 

coach made a successful Armour Roll (2D6).  The opposing coach now rolls 2D6 and 

applies the result on the “Injury Table”.  On a result of 10+ after Modifiers (or 9+, if the 

player being rolled for has “Stunty”), a Casualty result applies and the opponent may 

receive SPP (see below).  The opponent now makes a further “Injury Roll” as per the 

“Casualty Table” p.25.  

16) Star Player Points (SPPs) will be awarded according “How to earn Star Player Points” 

p.26, with the following additions: 

a. If a player with the skill „Throw Team-Mate“, successfully throws a team-

mate and that team-mate successfully lands, the thrower receives a 

completion.  

b. Star Player Points for Casualty are only earned if the player made a block or 

committed a foul, or was himself the target of a block, as a result of which the 

other player goes down and is injured.  If a card is used on a player which 

allows him to injure an opposing player during a Block, Blitz or Foul action, 

this counts as SPP, if the card just generally throws down an opposing player 

(e.g. Flying Fist or Banana Skin), this result does not count as SPP. Casualties 

caused by a Go-For-It or Dodge which went wrong, do not count for SPP.  For 

the Game Statistics (and also for the League Table) as well as the Fan Factor 

Roll at the end of the match, all Casualties that occurred during the match are 

counted. 

Star Player Rolls may be made as per below table (also see p.26). 

17) PROMOTIONS: It  is to be noted that on an SPP roll with result 2-9, ONLY those 

additional skills may be awarded that are actually available for each player type (e.g. 

Goblins and Halflings may ONLY take  Agility Skills; Treemen & Trolls  ONLY Strength, 

etc.). If a double is rolled, ANY skill from within the GASP (General, Agility, Strength, 

Passing) skill set may be awarded; Skaven™ and Chaos Dwarf may additionally chose a 

mutation;  Nurgle, Chaos, Chaos Pact and Underworld may chose mutations as part  of 

their standard selection.  If a 10 is thrown, an MA or AV point may be given, or a 

standard skill (Exception 2x5 thrown = Double); if an 11 is thrown, an AG point may be 

awarded, or a normal skill; if a 12 is thrown, a strength point may be awarded, or a skill 

(as this is automatically also a double, any skill available may be awarded). It is still the 

rule that no characteristic may be increased by more than 2 points, the maximum 

armour value (AV) is 10. 

18) VALUE MODIFIERS TABLE (ref. p.27) does not apply, as our league is not using spiralling 

costs.  The Ageing Rolls are applied instead (see below).  
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19) AGEING: Players who, due to Star Player Points earned, are allowed to attain new skills, 

must, after they have made their Star Player Roll, roll on the Ageing Table – this is the 

natural process of ageing – and match or beat the following numbers with 2D6:  

Experienced 3+; Veteran 4+; Emerging Star 5+; Star Player 6+; Super-Star 7+; Mega-Star 

8+; Legend 9+.  Should a player fail his respective ageing hurdle, 2D6 are rolled and the 

results applied as follows:  2-8 – Niggling Injury; 9 – Minus 1AV; 10 – Minus 1MA; 11 – 

Minus 1AG; 12 – Minus 1ST.  As above, the rule remains that no characteristic may be 

reduced by more than 2 points and never below 1. 

20) SECRET WEAPON: A player carrying a weapon MUST leave the pitch after the first Touch 

Down or at Half Time.  Bribes do not exist in the ZAL for the time being. EXCEPTION: Kick-

Off Result “Get the Ref” allows one bribe per team which may be used to keep a secret 

weapon on the pitch (or to prevent a player from being sent off, if the Ref saw the foul). 

21) BOUNTIES: For Season 5 the ZAL will attach itself to the Aarhus Tradition and introduce 

the Bounty.  Every Team may, at any time during the league, but not during an ongoing 

game, set a bounty on a player.  The amount of the bounty is removed from the team’s 

treasury and added to a Wanted Poster.  As soon as this player is killed during a match, in 

a manner giving the attacker SPP (Death through a Special Play Card, in form of a Dirty 

Trick, Random Event or Magic Item which are just played and do not need a player to 

carry out an action, do not count, nor do Death by Crowd or a Magician, or a self-inflicted 

Death), the opposing team receive the full value of the Bounty.   The Bounty may be 

added to at any time by other teams or increased further.   
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PRE-MATCH SEQUENCE:  

 

1) Hire Freebooters and/or Recruit Journeymen – work out new Team Rating. 

2) Roll on Weather Table (each coach rolls 1D6, joint result applied) 

3) Work out the Gate (Each Coach rolls 1D6 per Fan Factor, the total value = GATE). 

4) Work out FAME (Each coaches’ subtotal from Gate Roll is compared.  If both are equal, 

FAME = 0.  If one side has more fans, this side +1 FAME; if one side has more than 

double, this side +2 FAME. 

5) Work out Handicap (Team Rating used – for handicap applied see “Handicap Table”). 

6) Work out who kicks off (each coach rolls 1D6, reroll any ties, higher score determines 

who chooses the kick off). 

7) Take Special Play Cards 

8) Roll for Niggling Injuries 

 

POST-MATCH SEQUENCE: 

1) Work out each team’s winnings (see “Match Winnings Table”) 

2) Allocate Star Player Points and Roll on Star Player Table & Roll for Ageing. 

3) Roll on Fan Factor Table. 

4) Make any Purchases. 

 

HANDICAP TABLE 

 

Difference in Team 

Ratings 
Bonus Cards Bonus MVPs 

0-10 0 0 

11-20 1 0 

21-30 1 1 

31-50 2 1 

51-75 2 2 

76-100 3 2 

101+ 3 3 
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MATCH WINNINGS TABLE 

Team Rating 

Gate 0-99 100-125 126-150 151-175 176-200 201-250 251+ 

0-15’000 +1 +0 +0 +0 +0 +0 +0 

15’001-

30’000 

+2 +1 +0 +0 +0 +0 +0 

30’001 – 

45’000 

+3 +2 +1 +0 +0 +0 +0 

45’001 – 

60’000 

+4 +3 +2 +1 +0 +0 +0 

60’001 – 

75’000 

+5 +4 +3 +2 +1 +0 +0 

75’001 + +6 +5 +4 +3 +2 +1 +0 

 

+1 for Winning the Match. 

FAN FACTOR TABLE 

Dice Roll  Result 

1 or Less Fan Factor goes down one point 

2-5  Fan Factor stays the same 

6 or More Fan Factor goes up one point 

Modifiers: 

Won the Match  +1  Team Scored 2+ TDs  +1 

Lost the Match  -1  Team Inflicted 2+ CAS  +1 

Tournament Semi-Final +1  Final   +2 

STAR PLAYER POINTS TABLE 

SPP Title Number of Star Player Rolls 

0-5 Rookie None 

6-15 Experienced One 

16-30 Veteran Two 

31-50 Emerging Star Three 

51-75 Star Four 

76-175 Super Star Five 

176+ Legend Six 
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ONGOING RULES DEBATE 

Allied Races 

Stadium Factor 

Money Lender – a central Bank that gives Credit – or another player that gives credit? 


